100 Glittering Mandalas

9781942021773
Hardback
$14.95
11.500 in H | 9.750 in
W
116 pages
b-w illus. throughout
Territory: North America
English
Carton Quantity: 12
July 2016

The 15-Minute Artist

9781640210431
Paperback / softback
$19.95
11.000 in H | 8.500 in
W
160 pages
120 color illus., 360 bw illus.
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 28
September 2019

Relax and get creative with a spectacular collection of 100 mandalas to color! Each
glittering and meditative mandala stands out against a matte black background with
stunning silver accents that highlight its exquisite composition. Divided into six distinct
design themes— Natural, Russian, Celestial, Asian, Scandinavian, and Floral—this
large-format, sturdy book has the luxe feel of a portfolio.

The Quick and Easy Way to Draw Almost Anything
Holmes, Catherine V.
From all-star sneakers to elephants, you can learn to draw anything . . . in
just 15 minutes!
If you want to draw but think you don’t have the time to learn—or feel too
intimidated to start–15-Minute Artist invites you to jump in. Bestselling author
Catherine Holmes (How to Draw Cool Stuff) provides more than 60 step-by-step
projects for depicting animals, food, plants, household items, and more—and you can
complete each one in just 15 minutes. Her tutorials break the process down so you
can achieve quick, satisfying results. In addition to pencil renderings, Catherine
demonstrates techniques for working with charcoal, pen, and colored pencil, and
provides tips and sidebars on blending, texture, perspective, and shading.

50 Garter Stitch Gifts to Knit

9781936096886
Paperback / softback
$19.95
10.000 in H | 8.500 in
W
160 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 20
May 2015

50 Knitted Gifts for Year-Round Giving

9781936096565
Paperback / softback
$19.95
10.000 in H | 8.500 in
W
160 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 26
July 2013

Even novice knitters can handle the garter stitch—one of the simplest to master. And
these easy projects are so charming and versatile that they'll gratify beginners and
satisfy experienced knitters alike. Choose from 50 items, including hats, pullovers,
cowls, home goods, a layette, blankets, and more. Each pretty gift uses the popular
and affordable Deluxe Worsted, made of 100% wool and with a palette of more than
200 colors, from Universal Yarn.

In search of the perfect pattern for a knitted present? Look no further, thanks to this
mini-reference of year-round gift ideas. Here are 50 inspired projects for all occasions,
from New Year's and Valentine's Day to Easter, Mother's and Father's Days,
graduation, Hanukkah, and Christmas. With home decorating items, toys, personal
accessories, and garments—each featuring special holiday and seasonal touches—
there's something for everyone!

60 More Quick Baby Blankets

9781942021896
Paperback / softback
$17.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
184 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 32
October 2017

60 More Quick Knits

9781936096213
Paperback / softback
$17.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
176 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 32
November 2011

60 Quick Baby Blankets

9781936096466
Paperback / softback
$17.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
176 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 20
April 2013

60 Quick Baby Knits

9781936096138
Paperback / softback
$17.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
176 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 30
May 2011

Sixty more of the cutest baby blankets ever for you to knit!
Knitters begged for more—and here they are! Following the incredible ongoing success
of 60 Quick Baby Blankets, this collection has all the unrivaled quality and quantity
that fans have come to expect. It features a range of techniques, from simple-yetimpressive knit/purl patterns to cabling, intarsia, and more, sure to entice knitters of
every level. And the designs are absolutely, irresistibly adorable, including modern
stripes and motifs, whimsical animals, whales in sailboats, and a cozy mermaid tail.
Every blanket is made from soft, durable, and machine-washable Cascade Yarns' 128
and 220 Superwash wool, and will be loved for years to come.

Following the success of 60 Quick Knits and 60 Quick Baby Knits, 60 More Quick Knits
offers a plethora of patterns using the versatile, beautiful, and economical Cascade
220 yarn. Knitters are treated to hats, mittens, and gloves featuring Cascade's brandnew "Sportweight" yarn, a lighter variety with a crisp finish and great stitch definition.
Projects include a snowflake scarf, a checkerboard muffler, Fairisle Beret, Herringbone
Mitts, and a Zigzag Lace Stole.

Wrap up baby in something cozy, comfy, and cuddly! The latest addition to the
bestselling 60 Quick Knits series features adorable blankets, throws, afghans, and
cuddlies in a variety of sizes and styles. Created by 30 up-and-coming knitwear
designers, these all-new patterns are made with affordable, colorful, versatile, and
washable Cascade 220 Superwash® and 128 Superwash® yarns. Whatever your skill
level, there's a project here for you!

From cozy cardigans and a whimsical blanket shaped like a sheep to a pinwheel
beret, embroidered booties, and tiny legwarmers, 60 Quick Baby Knits has something
for every knitter…and every tot! Featuring the popular, affordable, and surprisingly
soft Cascade 220 Superwash yarn, these cute and colorful projects-designed for ages
0 to 24 months-will please even the fussiest babies…and their parents.

60 Quick Cotton Knits

9781942021919
Paperback / softback
$17.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
176 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 24
March 2016

60 Quick Cowls

9781936096930
Paperback / softback
$17.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
156 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 32
November 2015

60 Quick Knits

9781933027975
Paperback / softback
$17.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
160 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 30
April 2010

60 Quick Knits for Beginners

9781942021872
Paperback / softback
$17.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
176 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 28
March 2018

These 60 fabulous designs are must-haves for the many knitters who prefer cotton,
whether it’s because they’re allergic to wool, opposed to using animal fibers, or just
looking for a lighter material. A wide range of quick, creative, and on-trend projects—
from sweaters and shawls to hats and bags—will entice knitters with their beauty and
practicality, as will Cascade’s high-quality, supremely soft and silky Ultra Pima yarn,
available in a wide array of colors.

Cozy up to cowls with this inventive collection of 60 knitted cowl patterns featuring
Cascade Yarns’ luxurious, merino/alpaca-blend Cloud and Duo yarns. Projects range
from classic styles to more innovative designs for knitters of all skill levels looking for
practical-yet-on-trend pieces. And with all projects knitted in a worsted weight, these
cowls are truly quick knits that will make great gifts or go-to projects for any knitter
looking for a fast and satisfying project.

Wonderfully soft, beautifully textured, and remarkably affordable, Cascade 220 is one
of the most popular yarns on the market. In this stunning volume of all-new projects,
many of today’s top knitwear designers come together to create an irresistible
collection of hats, scarves, and mittens—all in Cascade 220. There’s something for
everyone, from an adorable monkey-face hat and a dazzling mosaic pattern scarf to a
classic muffler and Fair Isle flower mittens. Knitters will find plenty of inspiration and
beauty here!

“Novice knitters will appreciate the variety of projects, as well as the
helpful tutorials.” —Library Journal
60 Quick Knits for Beginners is an essential volume for every novice knitter
and anyone picking up needles for the first time!
Offering a wide array of creative techniques and attractive patterns, this entry in the
beloved 60 Quick Knits series is the perfect book for anyone learning to knit.
Accessible, fun, illustrated with step-by-step instructions, and featuring insightful
sidebars throughout, it demystifies complex skills and instills indispensable knitting
wisdom. The projects themselves are everything new or experimenting knitters could
ever want, from scarves, cowls, and mittens to shawls, socks, and baby clothes. And
even though several garments have instructions specifically written for beginners,
they’re also chic enough for those with more experience.

60 Quick Knits for Little Kids

9781942021650
Paperback / softback
$17.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
176 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 32
October 2016

60 Quick Knits from America's Yarn Shops

9781936096602
Paperback / softback
$17.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
176 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 20
November 2013

60 Quick Knitted Toys

9781942021445
Paperback / softback
$17.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
184 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 30
March 2017

6000+ Pullover Possibilities

9781640210301
Paperback / softback
$24.95
10.000 in H | 8.500 in
W
264 pages
235 color & b-w illus.
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 16
February 2019

Knitters will love making these 60 adorable garments and accessories—and little kids
will love wearing and using them! Every project is stylish, playful, and practical, from
a Cat Hat with pointy ears, button eyes, and an embroidered face to a Raccoon
Blanket, Striped Cardigan, Clown Mittens, and pencil-shaped scarf. As they work,
knitters will master vital skills, from garment shaping to construction and more.

America's knitters have spoken! The 60 patterns in this stunning collection come from
yarn stores across the US, who chose the styles their customers like best. Created
especially for the book by more than 40 designers associated with the stores—an
owner, employee, or customer—and featuring the popular and versatile Cascade
220® yarn line, the projects range from accessories (purses, shawls, socks, and hats)
to baby items to home decor—all in a range of skill levels so both beginners and
advanced knitters will find something to enjoy.

From stuffed animals to hand puppets, this book is a treasure trove—or toy
chest—bursting with inventive and irresistible patterns to knit!
Knitters will love creating this collection of 60 cool toys, which range from tools like a
saw, hammer, and screwdriver to a ballerina doll. Whip up a menagerie of stuffed
hippos, owls, foxes, and monkeys; games like a jumbo knitted tic-tac-toe board and
penguin bowling; or a unique medieval set that includes a king, a queen, an adorable
dragon, and a building-block castle! Every project will capture your heart.

Interchangeable Options for Custom Knitted Sweaters
Leapman, Melissa
With more than 6000 options to choose from, this is your source for the
perfect personalizable garment!
Knitters can create the sweater of their dreams with this ingenious collection! Prolific
author and designer Melissa Leapman has written the ultimate resource for turning
your perfect pullover into reality: she takes the most basic pattern and shows knitters
how to customize it using every possible sleeve, neckline, or body shape in yarn
weights from Super Fine to Bulky and from sizes XS to 4XL. The result is more than
6000 interchangeable sweater combinations to fit every need and personal
preference. From saddle shoulder long sleeves to raglan bell sleeves, scoop necks to
Henley plackets, or straight silhouettes to empire waistlines, the endless design
possibilities showcased in this one book will delight knitters. Edge treatments, pocket
options, and finishing instructions are included for the most personalizable approach to
sweater making ever published. Step-by-step instructions, easy-to-read charts, and
brightly colored individual sample pieces are all efficiently combined for an easy-to-

6000+ Pullover Possibilities
Interchangeable Options for Custom Knitted Sweaters
Leapman, Melissa
Knitters will be spoiled for choice with Melissa Leapman’s 6000+ Pullover Possibilities.
Inside, the prolific author and knitwear designer takes the most basic pullover sweater
pattern and shows knitters how to customize it using every possible sleeve, neckline,
or body shape in yarn weights from Super Fine to Bulky and from sizes XS to 4XL. The
result is more than 6,000 interchangeable sweater combinations to fit every need and
personal preference! From saddle shoulder long sleeves to raglan bell sleeves, scoop
necks to Henley plackets, or straight silhouettes to empire waistlines, knitters will be
delighted to have so many design possibilities available in one book. Edge treatments,
pocket options, and finishing instructions are also included for the most personalizable
approach to sweater making ever published. Never before has there been such a
comprehensive sweater pattern book on the market. Step-by-step instructions, easyto-read charts, and brightly-colored individual sample pieces are all efficiently
combined for an easy-to-follow guide to giving any knitted pullover pattern a personal
touch.

Age Is Just a Number

“Old age is no place for sissies.” —Bette Davis
From thought-provoking wisdom to laugh-out-loud funny, these 150+
quotes look at what it means to grow older.
As they say, getting old is better than the alternative—especially when you can draw
on the wit and wisdom of the ages to gain perspective. Age Is Just a Number gathers
more than 150 quotations from writers, actors, athletes, humorists, politicians, and
other great minds from throughout history. The quotations range from the irreverent
(“The secret of staying young is to live honestly, eat slowly, and lie about your
age.”—Lucille Ball) to the whimsical (“Growing old is mandatory, but growing up is
optional.”—Walt Disney), to the sage (“Do not grow old no matter how long you live.
Never cease to stand like curious children before the great mystery into which we
were born.”—Albert Einstein). This delightfully illustrated collection makes a timeless
gift for anyone who loves to be amused and inspired.

All Things Bright & Beautiful
Coloring the Christian Hymn
Alexander, Cecil Frances
This beautiful Christian-themed coloring book based on the beloved hymn
will inspire creativity and thoughtfulness.
All things bright and beautiful,
All creatures great and small,
All things wise and wonderful,
The Lord God made them all.

9781936096947
Hardback
$24.95
10.000 in H | 8.500 in
W
264 pages
235 color & b-w illus.
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 8
February 2017

9781640210356
Hardback
$12.95
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W
176 pages
85 color illus.
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 42
February 2019

9781942021308
Paperback / softback
$9.95
9.875 in H | 8.875 in W
64 pages
60 b-w illus.
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 50
February 2018

Cecil Frances Alexander’s popular hymn comes to life in this beautifully illustrated
coloring book. Each line of the lovely text appears amid evocative black-and-white
line drawings that complement the words. Images of peaceful landscapes, blooming
flowers, charming birds, and other animals celebrate God’s creations. The entire family
will enjoy completing the pages while reflecting on the simple message of this
timeless hymn.

Animal Odyssey
Coloring from the Familiar to the Fantastic
Garver, Chris
The second coloring book from celebrated tattoo artist Chris Garver—star of
Miami Ink.
Come along on a coloring safari! Featuring a wide array of animals and environments,
Animal Odyssey offers the same graceful imagery and distinctive elements that have
made Chris Garver a breakout star. Garver’s fans will love filling in his new collection
of illustrations, which beautifully blend the familiar and fantastic.

9781942021568
Paperback / softback
$14.95
9.875 in H | 9.750 in W
96 pages
b-w illus. throughout
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 20
May 2017

The Art of Bible Journaling
More Than 60 Step-by-Step Techniques for Expressing Your
Faith Creatively
Bassett, Erin
Deepen your connection to God, and enrich your creative soul, with this
inspiring guide to Bible journaling.
Christians searching for new ways to strengthen their connection to God have
embraced Bible journaling, which allows them to pause and reflect on scripture while
adding their own creative touch to each meaningful verse. For those wishing to
embark on this spiritual journey, The Art of Bible Journaling first covers the basics,
from choosing a Bible to embellishments and art techniques, and then provides more
than 60 specific step-by-step projects to bring the pages to life. You’ll learn how to
faith journal outside the Bible, journal on the go, and customize your Bible, and get
such bonus items as traceable art to copy and paste, colorful stickers, and versatile
templates that make it easy to get started.

Begin to Draw People
Simple Techniques for Drawing the Head and Body
Hart, Christopher
From Chris Hart, the bestselling art instruction author of all time, the first
in a brand-new series—and the perfect go-to guide for anyone ages 12 and
up interested in beginner-level figure drawing.
In Begin to Draw People, bestselling how-to-draw author Christopher Hart taps into his
vast experience to prove that anyone can depict the human body. Chris has carefully
designed his step-by-step instructions so they’re accessible to absolute beginners,
especially kids 12 and up. His simplified yet detailed guidance covers drawing the
head and body for men, women, and children in a wide variety of facial features,
expressions, styles, and poses. Learn to capture the many personalities and activities
of people in everyday life, from firefighters, doctors, soldiers, and students to
swimmers, skateboarders, gymnasts, and even daydreamers. A quick look through
this book will make it clear to any aspiring artist: you can learn to draw, quickly and
easily—and love every step along the way!

The Beginner's Fashion Design Studio
Easy Templates for Drawing Fashion Favorites
Hart, Christopher
Attention all creative fashionistas! The ultimate guide to drawing today’s
most stylish fashion designs is here—created by the world’s most popular
author of art instruction books.
Set your inner designer free with this on-trend sequel to Christopher Hart’s bestselling
Fashion Design Studio, featuring easy templates to help aspiring fashionistas draw the
garments of their dreams. Hart not only covers perennially popular styles and the
basics of drawing dresses, tops, pants, and accessories, he provides the fun details all
fashion-forward artists love. Here are irresistibly hip touches like hi-low hemlines,
cutout shoulders, patchwork denim, high-cut waistlines, floral-print ankle boots, and
carefully clashed patterns. Every page will spark your creativity and give you all you
need to draw your most fabulous creations!

Behind Every Great Woman Is a Great Cat

Solomons-Moat, Justine
Uplifting stories of remarkable women and their cats combine with
bestselling illustrator Lulu Mayo's fabulously quirky art to create an
irresistible gift for cat lovers and their favorite felines.
What do nursing pioneer Florence Nightingale, modernist artist Georgia O’Keefe, and
the revolutionary Rosa Luxemburg have in common? They all dared to change the
world—and they all cherished their cats! Behind Every Great Woman Is a Great Cat
pairs uplifting stories of more than 30 kitty-loving women—artists, pioneers, writers,
and humanitarians, including Colette, Julia Child, Betty White, Taylor Swift, and Gigi
Hadid—with delightful pictures by bestselling illustrator Lulu Mayo. The book celebrates
the fabulous feline as muse, companion, colleague, and emotional support even as it
explodes the myth of the "cat lady." Unexpected cat facts, trivia on world-record cats,
advice on conversing with your cat, and more, round out this inspiring, empowering
volume.
:

9781942021827
Paperback / softback
$19.95
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b-w illus.
Territory: WENG
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Hardback
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Carton Quantity: 48
February 2020

Blank Comic Book
Draw Your Own!
Hart, Christopher
Tell your own story in comic-book form with this blank journal—already
formatted with panels! An intro from art instruction superstar Christopher
Hart will get you started.
Whether they’re interested in producing comic strips, manga, or graphic novels,
aspiring illustrators can begin their own artistic journey with this specially produced
journal. Every page features blank, black-framed panels formatted in the comic-book
style, and separate sections throughout allow artists to create several different stories.
Those with more experience can use the journal to flesh out their narrative and visual
ideas, while beginners can experiment with the format and see where it takes them.
The possibilities for self-expression are endless!

Botanical Wonderland
A Blissful Coloring Retreat
Reinert, Rachel
An inviting collection of lush botanical drawings to color, created in mixed-media artist
Rachel Reinert’s lovely and distinctive style. Reinert’s fresh take on modern florals has
earned her a following among private collectors and interior decorators, and Botanical
Wonderland makes her aesthetic accessible to everyone. Each illustration is handdrawn and printed on single-sided perforated pages for easy framing, and the book
includes a few finished, fully colored botanical paintings to inspire would-be artists to
draw their own beautiful works. One bonus sheet, colored and signed by Rachel, will
be included in the back of the book.

Botanical Wonderland: Artist's Edition
A Blissful Coloring Retreat: A Curated Collection - 20 Large Art
Prints to Color
Reinert, Rachel
Botanical Wonderland, artist Rachel Reinert’s debut collection, was one of the most
distinct and stunning coloring books on the market. With this large-size, extremely
high-quality artist’s edition, coloring enthusiasts can create a complete portfolio of 20
frame-worthy works from the original book. Each exquisite print in this follow-up
features easily removable pages—and they’re so beautiful that they could be
displayed even without color. These stunning designs open up dozens of possibilities
for artists, whether for coloring and painting or as inspiration for further projects.

Cartoon Faces
How to Draw Heads, Features & Expressions
Hart, Christopher
Make a face—a funny face! The personality of a cartoon character begins with the
face: the head, the features, the expressions. Get that right and you can create a
memorable personality. Bestselling how-to-draw author Christopher Hart presents the
ultimate tutorial on the topic in masterful detail, covering characters both male and
female, from babies to adults, in all shapes and sizes. His accessible, step-by-step
demonstrations go through all the features and explain how to build a character.
Explore appealing cartoon head types; see how to create a variety of eyes, brows,
mouths, and popular hairstyles; and learn how to turn the head in different directions
while maintaining a character's visual integrity. An introductory section discusses
essential shading techniques while a bonus section shows the basics of drawing the
entire body.

9781640210332
Paperback / softback
$7.95
11.000 in H | 8.500 in
W
88 pages
b-w illus. throughout
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 40
March 2019

9781942021964
Paperback / softback
$15.95
11.000 in H | 9.000 in
W
96 pages
b-w illus. throughout
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 30
April 2016

9781942021797
Paperback / softback
$17.95
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W
40 pages
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Carton Quantity: 12
August 2016
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Paperback / softback
$19.95
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144 pages
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Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 26
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Cartooning
The Ultimate Character Design Book
Hart, Christopher
Chris Hart’s how-to-draw books have sold in the several millions of copies. Now, in his
latest, he delivers detailed instructions, inspiring ideas, and invaluable tips for creating
appealing and original manga-style characters. Character design is the key to success
in comic books and animated films, and with this clear step-by-step guide, it’s a skill
that can be quickly learned. Starting with the basics—body types, facial features,
costumes, and expressions—Chris shows how to draw a hyper kid, bratty teen,
lovable pooch, cool rapper, and many other distinctive types. Then, he takes the
reader on a guided tour in search of original characters in places that range from
suburban malls to the glitter and glamour of Hollywood and Beverly Hills.

9781933027425
Paperback / softback
$19.95
11.000 in H | 8.438 in
W
144 pages
color & b-w illus.
throughout
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 20
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Classic Elite Shawls, Wraps & Scarves

9781936096527
Paperback / softback
$19.95
9.000 in H | 8.000 in W
160 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 32
January 2013

Classic Kicks for Little Feet

9781640210264
Hardback
$14.95
9.250 in H | 7.875 in W
64 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 34
August 2018

From Classic Elite Yarns, one of the preeminent distributors of yarn in the US, comes
an all-new collection of projects both stylish and practical. Each of the 20 stunning
designs comes with three variations--shawl, wrap, and scarf--for a total of 60 lovely
accessories that showcase a variety of stitches. And every one is created with Classic
Elite's luxurious high-quality fibers, including cotton, wool, bamboo, angora, and
cashmere, as well as beautiful blends.

16 Knitted Shoe Styles for Baby's First Year
Spitz, Helga
Cute booties; grown-up style: these 16 irresistible shoes for children look
just like their adult counterparts!
From ballerina slippers and moon boots to basketball sneakers and espadrilles,
thisadorable collection features 16 booties that mimic actual adult styles. Created for
babies from 0 to 9 months, every pattern is quick and easy—especially since they all
use the same basic sole construction. And since these small projects don’t require
much yarn and have multiple options, they’re perfect for stash-busting. With a
sampling of fun embellishments like shoelaces, beads, and zippers, these tiny shoes
will leave everyone cooing in delight.

Color Odyssey
A Creative Coloring Journey
Garver, Chris
From Chris Garver—in-demand tattoo artist, illustrator, and former star of TLC’s Miami
Ink—comes a richly illustrated coloring book that explores the beauty of nature. With
double-sided pages of mostly hand-drawn images, Color Odyssey features elaborate
butterflies flitting among gardens of flowers, an octopus in the ocean waves, a
fantastic elephant, and many other creatures. Garver’s stunning, intricate drawings will
thrill grown-up fans of coloring books.

9781942021971
Paperback / softback
$14.95
9.875 in H | 9.750 in W
96 pages
b-w illus. throughout
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 30
February 2016

Color Workshop
A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Artistic Effects
Reinert, Rachel
Put yourself in the hands of renowned artist Rachel Reinert—and take your
coloring to the next level!
The basics of coloring seem simple: choose colors and stay within the lines. But with
Rachel Reinert’s techniques, anyone can go beyond to create vivid, awe-inspiring
works of art. Her accessible tutorials teach readers everything they need to know
about color theory, shading, burnishing, cross-hatching, and so much more. Coloring
enthusiasts will appreciate her easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions as they apply
her methods to creative projects.

9781942021575
Paperback / softback
$15.95
11.000 in H | 8.875 in
W
128 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 30
May 2017

Inspirational images of Rachel’s colored illustrations provide eye-opening examples of
the beauty that can be achieved with the simplest of materials—and 24 pages of
black-and-white line art allow artists to practice their newfound skills.
.

Cowl Girls
The Neck's Big Thing to Knit
Carron, Cathy
Forget tired scarves and bulky turtlenecks-funky, chunky, hip and happening cowls
are where it's at! Following up her hit book Hattitude, author and designer Cathy
Carron weaves a fashion statement that puts in-the-know women head and shoulders
above the rest. Among the more than 35 patterns provided here are a cozy neck wrap
featuring a built-in iPod holder, a lacy drawstring hood, and a woven necklace
sparkling with Swarovski crystals.

Cowl Girls 2
The Neck's Favorite Knits
Carron, Cathy
The cowl is back! Bestselling author Cathy Carron once again gives the cowl her
visionary treatment. Showcasing 35 fresh designs, this book offers an impressive
range of styles, from Café au Lait, where two contrasting colors combine with a ripple
pattern, to the sleek, double-faced Sun Valley. Beautiful colorwork, beading, shaping,
cables, textures, embellishments, and more will catch the eye and hearts of every
knitter and fashionista.

Creative Cables

When knitters hear the name Debbie Bliss, they know they're getting the very best in
contemporary knitwear: classic, wearable, and beautifully proportioned garments that
feature wonderful textures—especially when they're made with her luxurious Rialto
extrafine merino yarns. For this stunning collection, Bliss has handpicked 25 all-new,
original patterns by both leading and up-and-coming designers, all with gorgeous
cables and ready to make with her bestselling yarns. Debbie introduces the book and
also contributes a section on knitting cables.
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Paperback / softback
$19.95
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Crochet Noro
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Crochet Red
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For more than 40 years, Noro has been a source of fabulously inventive yarns prized
by knitters around the world for their incomparable colors, patterns, and luxury.
Crochet Noro presents 30 vibrant designs from such top designers as Lily Chin, Yoko
Hatta, and Doris Chan, ranging from an adorable swirly hat and trendy bias miniskirt
to a mohair motif blanket. These beautiful items, and the yarns they showcase--such
as Kureyon Silk Garden and Taiyo--are sure to excite crocheters.

Crocheting for Women's Heart Health
Zander, Laura
Stitchers and knitters have had their chance-now crocheters also get the opportunity
to contribute to the fight against women's heart disease! This third book in Laura
Zander's successful Stitch Red series offers more than just stunning projects: it's an
appeal to women to take charge of their heart health. Crochet Red features the
designs of 30 celebrity crochet designers, plus profiles in which they share their
experiences with heart disease and tips for staying healthy.
Zander has partnered with The Heart Truth®, a public-awareness program sponsored
by the National Institutes of Health, which will receive a portion of the proceeds from
the sale of the book.
Designers Include:
Edie Eckman * Robyn Chachula * Kristin Omdahl * Linda Permann * Melissa Leapman
* Nicky Epstein * Deborah Newton * Jenny King
Crochet Red is part of Stitch Red, a campaign started by Jimmy Beans Wool
founder Laura Zander and involving key players in the yarn and fabric
industries.

Crochet This!

With stitches, techniques, patterns, and projects, this is your all-in-one
crochet compendium!
This is like three books in one, and crocheters of all levels will rejoice at this essential,
lavishly illustrated guide to the craft. Step-by-step color photographs lay out all the
basic techniques and stitches, followed by a dictionary of crochet patterns including
granny squares, colorwork, lacy motifs, and edgings—all with a full-color swatch
photograph, instructions, and a diagram. Practice your newfound techniques on more
than 25 designs for gorgeous crocheted sweaters, shawls, hats, bags, and more.
Chosen from the pages of Vogue Knitting Crochet magazine, they’re all popular,
beautiful, and timeless.

Crochet with One Sheepish Girl
Easy Lessons & Sweet Designs for Wearing, Living & Giving
Crawford, Meredith
The popular blog One Sheepish Girl (onesheepishgirl.com) celebrates creativity and
vintage style with an unmistakably modern flair—and that's exactly what Meredith
Crawford, its founder and editor, does in this beautifully curated collection. Crawford's
fun, imaginative projects include a “Diana Dreamer” purse (an homage to her vintage
camera of the same name), a bow brooch, a sweetly embellished blouse, a cottage
tea cozy with a “thatched” roof, unique picture frames and gift boxes, and delightful
garlands for party decorating. Tutorials and step-by-step how-tos cover basic crochet
stitches and special techniques.
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Crochet!
Techniques*Stitches*Patterns
Bayard, Marie-Noëlle
Forget about outdated designs: Crochet! is all about cutting-edge needlework! These
sophisticated handmade masterpieces-all in wools, silks, cottons, bamboo, and
microfibers-range from dresses and cover-ups to accessories, home décor items, and
toys. Eighty classic and fanciful stitches provide plenty of inspiration for crocheters of
all levels, while 20 patterns-each with a photo of the finished project-round out this
updated and comprehensive course.

Crocheting on the Edge
Ribs & Bobbles*Ruffles*Flora*Fringes*Points & Scallops
Epstein, Nicky
In this welcome continuation of her fabulously successful Knitting On, Over, and
Beyond the Edge series, she shows crocheters how to add her signature
embellishments to their projects. Nicky has created nearly 200 spectacular edgings, all
with written instructions, charts, and photographs, along with amazing projects that
showcase them magnificently. A little red jacket, cropped, shaped, and adorned with
oversize buttons, features pretty scalloping. The adorable pink t-shirt provides a
perfect example of how a little crocheting can transform an existing garment into a
one-of-a-kind boutique-quality piece. Among her other fashion-forward designs: an
ecru crystal shoulder cape, hat band and bracelet, and multicolor top. As with all
Nicky’s other books, this is sure to be a hit!

Crocheting on the Edge
Ribs & Bobbles*Ruffles*Flora*Fringes*Points & Scallops
Epstein, Nicky
Crocheters: go on the edge with Nicky Epstein—bestselling author, needleworker, and
designer extraordinaire! With approximately 200 different edgings and some gorgeous
projects—all with detailed instructions, pattern charts, and photographs—Nicky's guide
will have crocheters grabbing for their hooks. Create a cropped red jacket featuring
oversize buttons and pretty scalloping; an ecru crystal shoulder cape; a hatband and
bracelet; a unique multicolor top, and more. This comprehensive guide to crochet
edging will take you to the next level and is sure to be an essential part of your
needlework library.

The Cute Chibi Christmas Coloring Book
Adorable Manga Characters to Color
Hart, Christopher
Have yourself a merry Chibi Christmas with this totally adorable coloring
book from bestselling author Chris Hart!
Just in time to go under the tree, The Cute Chibi Christmas Coloring Book gives
manga maniacs and coloring fanatics an additional reason to celebrate! Chibis are the
cutest characters in manga, and these 47 holiday-themed illustrations are ideal for
Christmas coloring. Imagine a little chibi Santa or reindeer, an adorable chibi kitten
peeking out of a stocking, or a rosy-cheeked chibi ice skater out in the falling snow.
Intricate backgrounds accompany each character to make for a fun and challenging
coloring experience, and all pages are printed single sided on quality stock to allow for
the use of most coloring materials.
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Desert Wonderland
A Serene Coloring Retreat
Reinert, Rachel
In her follow-up to the wildly beautiful Botanical Wonderland, Rachel
Reinert gives fans a magnificent new world to color: the desert.
Coloring enthusiasts will rejoice at illustrator Rachel Reinert’s gorgeous collection,
inspired by the unique beauty of desert plants and landscapes. As an avid traveler,
Rachel has spent much time in desert environments across the globe, and skillfully
transforms their stunning rock formations and flora into truly inspired artwork. Her
inviting images fully capture the desert’s vastness and serenity, and colorists will
experience that sense of calm as they complete the drawings.
As with Botanical Wonderland, each illustration is printed single-sided on high-quality
perforated stock. The book includes pictures of Rachel’s colored art, along with photos
from her travels and one full-color image for inspiration or framing.
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Bliss, Debbie
A follow-up to the bestselling Design It, Knit It!
Celebrated designer Debbie Bliss knits up the most adorable collection of baby wear
ever. Fifteen original designs include everything from teeny garments for preemies
and sporty sweaters to special occasion outfits and accessories—and every one
showcases Debbie’s signature style. In addition, she leads readers through the entire
process: size and shaping, yarn selection, color and pattern, and embellishments. A
designer's workbook, with knitters' graph paper, templates, and a stitch gauge,
rounds out this indispensable guide.

An Innovative Technique for Creating Surface Design
Purtscher, Tracy
A whole new dimension of texture!
Dimensional tuck knitting, developed by Tracy Purtscher, is an ingenious new
technique that looks complicated yet is deceptively simple. All a knitter must do is knit
a field of stockinette with a few precisely placed knit or purl stitches that act as
markers, pick up a stitch here and there, and then work those stitches in a simple
manner. This takes advantage of the flexibility of knitted fabric, creating a series of
manipulated welts that bend, fold, and double back on themselves for vibrant threedimensional texture.
With step-by-step instructions and illuminating information on every aspect of the
technique, this volume provides a comprehensive understanding that will inspire
knitters of all skill levels. More than 85 patterns, each with written and charted
instructions, will dazzle; and the collection of 10 projects—ranging from a mohair
shawl to a cozy blanket, from a bulky pullover to elegant fingerless mitts—will stun.
So, give Dimensional Tuck Knitting a try. It's the perfect new technique for all yarn

Doodle Paris
Drawing and Coloring the City of Light
Raspberry, Eve
Vive la couleur! Vive l’art! If you love Paris and you love drawing, this book—originally
published in France—is for you. Doodle Paris whisks you off on a sparkling tour of the
City of Light’s beloved landmarks and sights, and invites you to complete each simple
line drawing with your creative doodles. Then, when the illustration is done, just color
it in! Put pictures in the frames at le Musée D’Orsay, finish the lines of a fluffy
croissant, or add final touches to the gargoyles at Notre-Dame de Paris.
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Draw 100 Things to Make You Happy
Step-by-Step Drawings to Nourish Your Creative Self
Hart, Christopher
What makes you happy? Whatever it is, draw it, with the help of
Christopher Hart, the world’s top-selling author of art instruction books!
Whether it’s an adorable pet, the trip of a lifetime, or an everyday moment to savor
(like your morning cup of coffee or buying a cute pair of shoes), this book celebrates
the many things that make you happy—and helps you turn them into fun-filled
drawings. An enlightening introduction explains how to create the illustrations and
make them come alive: how to use color, change poses, personalize the drawings,
add shading, and more.

Drawing Animals 101
How to Draw with a Veterinarian's Eye
Suzuki, Mari
This extensive, step-by-step guide to drawing animals, created by artist
and veterinarian Mari Suzuki, offers a unique viewpoint on the animal form.
With her unique perspective as both an artist and a veterinarian, Mari Suzuki provides
meticulous instruction on how to draw a host of animals. Exploring everything from a
corgi’s expressions to a lion pouncing, Drawing Animals 101 teaches the basics in a
way even beginners can grasp: the different proportions of various creatures, simple
skeletal forms, how muscles attach, and other physical fundamentals. While an array
of animals is included—from pandas and penguins to kangaroos and elephants—dogs
and cats provide the template, because we can easily observe them and their wide
range of movements. Each step-by-step project is done in pencil, giving the work a
genuine figure-drawing feel for the winged and four-footed.

Drawing Animals Shape by Shape
Create Cartoon Animals with Circles, Squares, Rectangles &
Triangles
Hart, Christopher
If you can draw a simple circle, square, rectangle, or triangle, you can draw any of
the more than 100 cartoon animals in this fun and colorful book by Christopher Hart,
the world’s bestselling author of how-to-draw books. In this follow-up to the popular
book Drawing Shape by Shape, kids and adults alike will learn how to draw a wide
variety of animals, from common dogs and cats to safari animals, sea creatures,
birds, bugs, reptiles, dinosaurs and much more. With step-by-step instructions and a
colorful collection of cartoon creatures, drawing animals is as easy as it is fun!

Drawing Cartoons from Numbers
Create Fun Characters from 1 to 1001
Hart, Christopher
With this entry in his popular Drawing Shape by Shape series, bestselling
author Christopher Hart has created his most inventive characters yet!
Drawing can be as easy as 1, 2, 3! Christopher Hart offers a wildly creative collection
of cartoon characters that all begin just with a number. Detailed, step-by-step
instructions make it simple to construct each character, but even better, the clever
images that emerge from these common numerals are a delight. With the numbers
ranging from 1-1001, children can learn art and practice counting, too!
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Drawing Cartoons Letter by Letter
Create Fun Characters from A to Z
Hart, Christopher
With bestselling author Christopher Hart, creating cartoon characters is as
easy as A, B, C and 1, 2, 3!
Christopher Hart takes his hugely successful Drawing Shape by Shape series into a
new dimension—and the fun starts with simple, basic letters and numbers. Step by
step, Hart’s clever tutorials show how to turn an A into a clunky robot, a B into a
buzzing bee, a C into a chomping dinosaur, and so much more. These inventive
cartoon characters are a cinch to draw with Chris’s easy-to-follow instructions, and a
great way to engage children with letters, numbers, and art. Every letter of the
alphabet appears in both upper and lower case, and so do numbers 0-9.

Drawing Shape by Shape
Create Cartoon Characters with Circles, Squares & Triangles
Hart, Christopher
A three-in-one, updated compilation of Chris Hart's popular books Draw a Circle, Draw
a Square, and Draw a Triangle, now complete with a new introduction and templates.
The bestselling how-to author breaks down the drawing process into its simplest
components, so it's easy and fun for kids to learn. Every child can master these basic
shapes, and that's all they need to begin creating mermaids, superheroes, firebreathing dragons, and a circus full of animals.

Drawing Superheroes Step by Step
The Complete Guide for the Aspiring Comic Book Artist
Hart, Christopher
Love superheroes? Create your own, with the help of Christopher Hart—the
world’s most popular author of how-to-draw books, with six million copies
sold.
Bam! Crash! Pow! Even beginners can learn to draw a superhero-style comic, filled
with energy and action. Bestselling art instruction author Christopher Hart provides the
basics of capturing the bold faces and chiseled physiques of these compelling
characters, along with a cast of supporting figures, including super-villains, mutants,
reporters, and more. He demonstrates not only the classic, dynamic poses, but also
how to place the figures in the perfect layout and composition. Complete with Hart’s
step-by-step guidance and tutorials on everything from creating expressions and
costumes to adding light and shadows, this truly comprehensive book will have
aspiring artists drawing immediately—while more seasoned illustrators will see how to
take their work to the next level.

Drawing Vampires
Gothic Creatures of the Night
Hart, Christopher
From Dracula to Buffy the Vampire Slayer to Breaking Dawn, the undead never get
old. So, acclaimed author Chris Hart gives horror fans and aspiring artists something
they can really sink their teeth into: step-by-step instruction in drawing their favorite
night creatures. All of the most popular bloodsuckers are here in their cold, clammy
flesh: Victorian vampires, otherworldly vampires, alluring lady vampires, cool
postmodern vampires—as well as vampire hunters and blood-chilling beasts of the
vampire kingdom. Less experienced artists needn’t worry about biting off more than
they can chew because Hart breaks every drawing down into easy-to-digest morsels.
The stakes are high, but the Drawing Vampires books ensures budding illustrators’
efforts won't be in “vein.”
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Dress Up!
Sew 25+ T-Shirt Costumes for Little Superheroes, Princesses,
Unicorns, Cowgirls & More
Schmidt, Linda
Make the most adorable costumes for dress-up . . . using just a T-shirt,
your imagination, and the easiest sewing techniques ever!
Whether for Halloween or a party—or just for fun any time at all—slipping into a
costume inspires hours of creative play. And no child could resist these 25+ charming
outfits, which range from royal princesses and crime-fighting superheroes to cuddly
tigers, busy bees, and loveable pumpkins. Like Sew Pretty T-Shirt Dresses, this follow
-up collection features simple projects that start with a purchased T-shirt, so you
won’t have to master sewing armholes and other advanced skills. Favorite characters
like Minnie Mouse, Dorothy from The Wizard of Oz, and Holly Golightly join classic
types, such as a groovy hippie, graceful ballerina, and a pixie-dust fairy. A
comprehensive overview of necessary techniques assures sewing success!

Enchanting Mandala Mazes
Puzzles to Ponder and Solve
Carpenter, Elizabeth
A stunning collection of maze art that takes the coloring phenomenon one
step beyond.
Elizabeth Carpenter offers a compelling twist on the genre that will inspire both
creativity and curiosity.
Contemplative and calming to color, Elizabeth Carpenter’s 30 mandalas also offer
delightfully challenging mazes running through her striking designs. Very different from
the childhood mazes you’re familiar with, each of these intricate puzzles exercises the
critical part of the brain as you work your way through the winding paths.
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2018 WINNER:National Indie Excellence Book Award; Independent Press
Distinguished Favorite Book Award; Body, Mind, Spirit Book Award; Family Choice
Book Award; Creative Child Magazine Book of the Year Award; Living Now Awards
Gold Medal Winner

Entrelac
The Essential Guide to Interlace Knitting
Drysdale, Rosemary
Vogue Knitting presents Rosemary Drysdale’s essential guide to one of the
hottest trends in knitwear today—entrelac. Now in paperback!
One of today's hottest knitting trends is entrelac, a modular technique that results in
striking basketwork designs of rows within rows and interlocking diamond patterns.
Using only simple knit and purl stitches, knitters can create eye-catching pieces with
incredible texture. Entrelac introduces both the history and how-to of this fun style,
along with 20 patterns for a variety of garments, home décor items, and baby
accessories. Comprehensive instructions and a wide array of swatches provide endless
possibilities in lace, colorwork, and much more.

Entrelac 2
New Techniques for Interlace Knitting
Drysdale, Rosemary
Dedicated knitters will find a fresh, fun challenge in this follow-up to Rosemary
Drysdale's bestselling Entrelac. Filled with 85 all-new stitch patterns for creating
texture in fabric, Drysdale's innovative collection takes this hot new needlework craze
to the next level. Advanced beginners and intermediates can try their hand at
everything from cables, lace, and relief stitches to circles, triangles, and never-beforeseen interpretations, along with 25 patterns for beautiful garments, fashion
accessories, baby gifts, and home décor projects.
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Fabulous Figures

Davenport, Jane
Start with a heart shape . . . and end with a beautiful finished piece of art!
You’ll love Jane Davenport’s fabulous, fun, and amazingly easy technique
for drawing figures.
For aspiring artists, drawing people can be intimidating—but it doesn’t have to be.
Over years working as a fashion illustrator, Jane Davenport devised her own method
of creating in-proportion figures. Her clever core technique involves using equal-size
hearts to build the body’s structure. And Jane’s results have been astounding: her
students go from “I can’t draw a stick figure” to producing gorgeous, wellproportioned illustrations. After laying out the basics, her imaginative guide walks you
through working with different mediums; drawing the head, face, clothing, hair, and
features; and constructing figures inspired by fashion, fantasy, life drawing, and more.

Family Blessings
A Meditative Christian Coloring Book
Thayer, Pamela
Celebrate family, in this fourth book in the Devotional Coloring series.
Here is a faith-based coloring book that all generations will enjoy. Each page features
a thoughtful Bible verse regarding faith and family to ponder along with a detailed
black-and-white illustration that complements the verse. Parents will love engaging in
this creative activity with their kids, and all adults will find meaning in the spiritual
messages.

Fashion Design Studio
Learn to Draw Figures, Fashion, Hairstyles & More
Hart, Christopher
This fun introduction to design opens the world of style to budding fashionistas!
Bestselling art instructor Chris Hart not only gives step-by-step instructions on drawing
figures from many points of view and in varying poses, he explains the tricks of the
trade: how to “dress” your figure; render color, texture, and print; and create
accessories, hairstyles, and makeup looks. An overview of tools, materials, and
essential skills will help you bring your creative vision to life!
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Ages 10

Feltlicious
Needle-Felted Treats to Make & Give
Chapin, Kari
Bestselling author Kari Chapin (The Handmade Marketplace) and needle-felting artist
Kerri Wessel concoct a delightful “cookbook” of more than 30 amazing felted foods.
The menu features such fare as Good Morning breakfast dishes; Diner Delights;
Farmer's Market fruits and vegetables; Sweet Tooth desserts; and Holiday Treats—
like heart-shaped lollipops for Valentine's Day. Also included: detailed instructions for
turning these tasty-looking projects into snack-size jewelry, magnets, ornaments,
hairclips, and paperweights.
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Figure It Out!
The Beginner's Guide to Drawing People
Hart, Christopher
Chris Hart has a head for figures — human figures, that is. Not only does he draw
them with incredible style and flair, he also has a friendly, accessible teaching style
that makes his how-to books super-sellers. In this unique figure-drawing course, Chris
avoids the usual anatomy lessons that intimidate aspiring artists and gets right down
to the basics young illustrators need to get started. Starting with heads and facial
expressions, he moves on to full figures, male and female, ideal and average, some
in fashion poses and others in dynamic action. On every page, his practical advice and
clear examples will help readers achieve terrific results — and have fun every step of
the way.

Figure It Out! Drawing Essential Poses
The Beginner's Guide to the Natural-Looking Figure
Hart, Christopher
Bestselling how-to-draw author Christopher Hart helps artists fine-tune their skills with
the fundamentals of drawing natural-looking figures. Eschewing the esoteric “art
poses” and wooden mannequins commonly found in art books, he portrays everyday,
real-life gestures on human-looking foundation figures: standing, sitting, kneeling,
and reclining, with arms folded, ankles crossed, hands on hips, and more, all shown
from various angles. Hart also explores deeper concepts such as perspective, illusion
of depth, casting shadows, and foreshortening, and provides step-by-step tutorials
that take artists through complete, naturally posed figure drawings from start to finish.

Figure It Out! Human Proportions
Draw the Head and Figure Right Every Time
Hart, Christopher
When the proportions are right, the drawing looks right! Most artists whose work
features the human head and figure don't have the time or opportunity to draw
directly from models, so it's essential that they acquire the skills and tools to draw
them accurately without using direct reference. Now, thanks to Chris Hart's foolproof
method, even beginners can quick-check the proportions of their head and figure
drawings, identify errors, and swiftly fix mistakes. Richly illustrated with drawings
from various angles, this follow-up to Hart's bestselling Figure It Out! includes step-by
-step demonstrations and lessons that lead readers through the process.

Figure It Out! Simple Lessons, Quick Results
Essential Tips and Tricks for Drawing People
Hart, Christopher
The addition to bestselling author Christopher Hart’s Figure It Out! series
offers essential tips and tricks that simplify the basics of drawing people.
This is the easy way to learn how to draw people! Chris Hart offers straightforward
instruction designed to solve common figure-drawing problems that aspiring artists
encounter. His accessible, practical techniques include focusing on the body’s natural
curves, as opposed to drawing muscles, and breaking the torso down into three
distinct, understandable areas. With this book, anyone can immediately grasp the
basics—and create the art to prove it!
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Figure It Out! Workbook
A Step-by-Step Guide to Figure Drawing
Hart, Christopher
This essential companion to the popular Figure It Out series—created by
bestselling author Christopher Hart—is perfect for artists on the go!
As both an introduction to figure-drawing concepts and a refresher for more seasoned
artists, The Figure It Out Workbook is an engaging resource for anyone eager to pick
up a pencil and start drawing. Combining content from Hart’s three previous Figure It
Out titles, this handy, travel-sized workbook offers artists step-by-step tutorials plus
blank pages for practice. It begins with the basics of drawing the head and facial
features, and then moves on to the body, keeping in mind proper proportions,
movement, and true-to-life poses. The workbook’s top-spiral binding makes it easy to
follow each lesson as you draw. A guide to drawing correct body proportions on the
inside cover serves as a quick reference.

Finishing School
A Master Class for Knitters
Newton, Deborah
Notable knitter and designer Deborah Newton shares her expertise and love
of finishing techniques in an on-the-page master class.
Finishing School is THE most trusted resource on finishing techniques for knitting.
Compiling her sage wisdom from more than 25 years of experience, Deborah Newton
offers a welcoming and straightforward approach that empowers knitters to create
professional-looking garments and accessories. She patiently takes her studentreaders through every essential finishing technique—blocking, seaming, buttonholes
and bands, zippers, edgings, pockets, and other embellishments—and carefully
demystifies it with detailed photography, in-depth examples, and helpful sidebars,
tips, and tutorials. As a bonus, 15 patterns for sweaters, jackets, and scarves, many
with variations, illustrate the newly learned techniques to further cement essential
skills.

Flash
Coloring in the Tattoo Style
Garver, Chris
Cool tattoo art to color from an in-demand tattoo celebrity!
Flash, a follow-up to the wildly successful Color Odyssey, presents even more of Chris
Garver’s gorgeous designs. As a sought-after figure in the tattoo world, Chris is a
perfect choice to bring together tattoo art and adult coloring—and this book perfectly
showcases his distinct and detailed style. With images printed on single-sided pages,
this book will attract both traditional coloring fans and tattoo devotees looking for
ideas for their next inking.

Hand Lettering Step by Step
Techniques & Projects to Express Yourself Creatively
Glynn, Kathy
“This work will appeal to many audiences and is accessible to all, even
those with little or no drawing and painting experience.” —Library Journal
A successful calligrapher and artist teaches you the skills of lettering
beautifully—and gives projects to show them off!
In today’s digital age, people crave something personal and handmade—so hand
lettering and calligraphy are becoming more popular than ever. If you’re eager to get
in on the trend, artist Kathy Glynn will help you master the three main techniques—
hand lettering, brush lettering, and pointed pen calligraphy—and create work that’s
expressive, exquisite, and romantic. After explaining the basics, Kathy explains how
to combine styles, add embellishments, and even digitize lettering. More than 20
projects include wedding invitations, temporary tattoos, address stamps, glass
etching, and a custom family tree.
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Happy Feet
Unique Knits to Knock Your Socks Off
Carron, Cathy
Popular knitwear designer Cathy Carron has gone from head (her bestselling
Hattitude) to toe, with this unique collection of socks, stockings, legwarmers, slippers,
sandal socks, and more. Perfect for advanced beginner to advanced knitters, the
more than 40 fashion-forward designs offer a variety of fun styles and challenges,
including tube or spiral shapes, turned heels, afterthought heels, and toe-up. A helpful
introduction gives readers a leg up on terminology, sizing, and fiber choices.

Harmony of Nature
Unwind. Create. Color.
Kurihara, Mihoko
Adult coloring book fans will delight in these beautifully drawn and inviting idyllic
settings. Created by illustrator and paper-cutting artist Mihoko “garden” Kurihara,
Harmony of Nature presents pastoral vignettes both whimsical and serene: squirrels
and birds, field mice and rabbits, deer, butterflies, foxes, and more, all surrounded by
halcyon havens of lush florals. Each drawing imparts a welcome sense of calm, and
the book also includes eight pages of aspirational full-color art plus two heavy-stock
pages that can be cut out and used for framing or gift tags.

Hattitude
Knits for Every Mood
Carron, Cathy
Snappy, stylish, fabulous, and fun; there’s just something about a hand-knit hat that
screams “attitude!” Now, with these 40 innovative patterns from renowned designer
Cathy Carron, knitters can quickly and easily make one to express any mood, put the
finishing touch on any outfit, and even change an entire look.
All the designs have unique twists of color or detail that make them stand out from
the store-bought pack. The fashionable headgear includes a pearled headband, saucy
beret, romantic flowered chapeau, and playful pink and purple earmuff hat that’s sure
to please.
Color photographs accompany the instructions for each pattern, which come in both
medium and large sizes.

Hello, Watercolor!
A Fresh and Colorful Guide for the Beginning Artist
Dickson, Jeannie
Instagram star Jeannie Dickson has created a modern and inviting
introduction to watercolor painting that aspiring artists will turn to again
and again on their creative journey.
Hello, Watercolor! offers a fresh approach to painting watercolors with concise and
accessible information. Aspiring artists and journalers will immediately be able to apply
the techniques they learn on these pages—including brush lettering—to more than 15
exciting step-by-step projects, from painting origami animals, sparkling glass shards,
and beautiful alphabets to producing luscious florals and fanciful unicorns. Among the
features that make this handbook both a valuable learning tool and source of
inspiration:
• Projects include a list of techniques with cross-references
• Each project includes watercolors used with swatches so readers can make
substitutions easily
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How to Draw Dogs & Cats from Simple Templates
The Drawing Book for Pet Lovers
Hart, Christopher
Learn how to draw your favorite furry friend! With Christopher Hart’s
simple templates, any pet owner can do it.
Whatever your pet, you can capture it in a beautiful drawing! Chris Hart, the world’s
bestselling art instruction author, has created templates that work for pups and kitties
of just about any shape and size—from poodles, dachshunds, and Bernese Mountain
Dogs to tabbies, Persians, and Siamese cats. Every template is easy to follow so you’ll
get adorable results worthy of framing . . . no matter what your skill level.

Imagine Out Loud
A Journal of Creative Discovery
Davenport, Jane
Jane Davenport’s stunning journal will send women on a satisfying journey
of self-discovery.
Bombarded by constant demands from work, home, family, friends, and social media,
women crave the opportunity to slow down and reflect on what is truly important.
Journaling is a proven therapeutic process that promotes well-being and sparks
creativity, but newcomers can feel intimidated the first time they face a blank page.
Where should they begin? Imagine Out Loud combines famed artist Jane Davenport’s
inspirational artwork, trademark “Jane-isms,” and quotations with compelling
journaling prompts. Readers will be moved to write, make lists, doodle, and draw.
Designed to encourage introspection and self-discovery, Imagine Out Loud will be a
constant companion in the search for creative and personal fulfillment.

In Bloom
A Step-by-Step Guide to Drawing Lush Florals
Reinert, Rachel
From the author of adult-coloring sensations Botanical Wonderland and
Desert Wonderland, as well as the bestselling Color Workshop, comes a
stunning guide to drawing a garden full of flowers.
Rachel Reinert is the perfect artist to explain the intricacies of drawing flowers. With
the straightforward, step-by step instructions that are the hallmark of her teaching
style, In Bloom covers more than 30 flowers from around the world, from beloved
tulips, roses, violets, and tiger lilies to the more exotic proteas, kangaroo paws, and
birds of paradise. Featuring matte paper stock and instructions on coloring your
drawings, this is an exceptionally beautiful book with a decidedly modern feel.

Journal Me Organized
The Complete Guide to Practical and Creative Planning
Spooner, Rebecca
“Those who have difficulty with planning or journaling will be inspired by
the multitude of projects and options for personalizing their daily and
overall life story. . . . Highly recommended.” —Library Journal (Starred
review)
Need to get organized? Blogging star Rebecca Spooner shows you how to
create a great journal that will put your life in order.
Whether you’re rearranging your laundry room, planning the week’s menus, outlining
your dream vacation, or training for your first 5K, Journal Me Organized provides all
the information you need to eliminate mental clutter, focus on goals, and enjoy a
creative outlet. Author Rebecca Spooner covers everything, from choosing a notebook
and the basics of cross-referencing to the intricacies of different types of journaling,
planning, goal setting, and time management. The fun truly begins with Spooner’s
inspirational pages, clever ideas, and easy-to-follow instructions. She provides
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Kawaii Journal with Hugs on the Side

Hart, Christopher
This must-have journal combines a manga master with the irresistibly cute,
wildly popular genre of Kawaii!
You may not recognize the name, but you almost certainly know (and love!) the
characters in the super-popular Kawaii genre of manga: they range from Hello Kitty!
to Pokémon. And whether they’re loveable anthros, funny monsters, or adorable
Goths, these colorfully graphic figures are incredibly fun to draw. With guided prompts
from bestselling author Christopher Hart and awww-inspiring art throughout, this
adorable sketchbook will inspire endless creativity. Whether they use it to practice
drawing their favorite manga characters, for sketching on the go, or for recording their
innermost thoughts and feelings, Kawaii lovers won’t be able to resist this journal.
Ages 8 to
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Includes 2 sticker sheets that feature the most adorable Kawaii characters, as well as
a ribbon bookmark and elastic closure.

Knit a Square, Create a Cuddly Creature
From Flat to Fabulous - A Step-by-Step Guide
Epstein, Nicky
Wise owls, feisty fighting fish, and delightful turtles are just a few of the 25 cute
critters that knitters will enjoy constructing from this collection of addictive projects.
Using Epstein’s fresh approach to crafting stuffed animals, and her simple step-bystep instructions, knitters need only make a square (often with color work or quirky
techniques), sew it into the designated shape, and stuff it! The results are adorable,
and fun embellishments add rich detail and character to each creature.

Knit Blankets

The many dedicated fans of Noro’s unique self-striping yarns will welcome
these stunning full-size projects!
Nothing beats a large project for showing off the beauty of Noro's trademark colorchanging yarns, and Knit Blankets helps aficionados go big with this magnificent
collection of 25 blankets. Inside, knitters will discover the most popular patterns from
Noro magazines and books, along with brand-new and exclusive designs; the diverse
techniques range from mitered squares to intarsia and entrelac. Spanning all skill
levels, and complete with step-by-step tutorials for the more complex blankets, this
volume will welcome, encourage, and inspire every knitter.

Knit Local
Celebrating America's Homegrown Yarns
Gray, Tanis
Knit Local showcases 30 beautiful fashion, accessory, and home décor projects made
with yarns manufactured and sold right here in North America. Expert knitter Tanis
Gray stresses the wisdom of preserving local businesses, protecting the environment,
and treating livestock humanely while tracing the journey of her yarns “from sheep to
skien.” As informative as it is inspiring, this book is above all a stunning fashion
source, with gorgeous projects that will leave you feeling good and looking even
better.
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With no more than three skeins of the most beautiful wool available, advanced
beginners can knit 30 stunning projects—hats, bags, cowls, shawlettes, shrugs, toys,
and even a lacy cardigan and empire-waist top. Sumptuous, vivid Noro yarns are
synonymous with unmatched color and luxury, and this collection by major knitwear
designers features perennial favorites Kureyon, Silk Garden, and Taiyo, as well as the
newly available Ayatori and Mossa.

Using only the finest natural materials and ecologically sound manufacturing
processes, Japanese designer Eisaku Noro has been producing some of the most
extraordinary and popular yarns in the world for over 30 years. Hand colored in vivid
combinations of painterly hues, Noro yarns are as striking to behold as they are easy
to work with. This follow-up to Knit Noro features 32 small projects knitters can
complete in a weekend, including Leg Warmers, Cabled Mittens, a Lace Flap Hat, and
even an iPad cover.

Every knitter loves stylish patterns, quick projects, and stunning colors.
This collection of Noro knits has them all!
Want more accessories to knit? This gorgeous entry in the Knit Noro series offers 30
brand-new designs that incorporate fun techniques—cabling, mitered squares, short
rows, corrugated ribbing, slip stitch, and more—while still remaining accessible to
knitters of every skill level. The projects make the most of Noro Yarns’ vibrant hues
and bold self-striping patterns, and include gloves, socks, hats, shawls, ponchos, and
more—all selected specifically for the ways in which they show off those trademark
colorways and luxurious fibers.

Stitching for Women's Heart Health
Zander, Laura
Gorgeous knitwear--that does good, too! The knitting community has always come
together to support a great cause, and Knit Red once again attests to knitters'
generous, giving spirit. These 30 beautiful red-themed projects help raise awareness
of the number-one killer of women today: heart disease. The patterns are all donated
by top designers, including Debbie Stoller, Nicky Epstein, Debbie Bliss, Norah
Gaughan, Deborah Newton, Melissa Morgan-Oakes, Iris Schreier, Jared Flood, and
Ysolda Teague. In addition, the book offers important medical information, a Heart
Healthy Resources and Action Plan, and powerful stories from survivors of this deadly
ailment.

Knitting at Home
60 Classics from Ella Rae Designs
Prouse, Leanne
There is something special about handcrafting things for your home, and turning the
space into a comfort zone filled with pieces that are “made with love.” Leanne Prouse,
creator of the Ella Rae brand of yarn, brings her original designs for timeless classics
to knitters of all skill levels. Knitting at Home features 20 of her most popular
patterns, along with 15 brand-new projects for every corner of the house. Projects
include cushions, bags, slippers, blankets, children's clothes, tote bags and more!

Knitting Ephemera
A Compendium of Articles, Useful and Otherwise, for the
Edification and Amusement of the Handknitter
Sulcoski, Carol J.
Did you know that knitting burns 102 calories per hour? Or that November is national
Knit a Sweater month? Or that there are more sheep than people in New Zealand,
Australia, and Iceland? These fun facts and many more make up Knitting Ephemera, a
treasury of trivia for knitting enthusiasts. Containing 300 entries, this informative
collection covers everything from knitting’s appearances in history, literature, folklore,
and pop culture to little-known facts about wool, sheep, and fiber producers. Helpful
tips and techniques are included, as well as tidbits on crochet, spinning, and weaving.
With illuminating illustrations throughout, Knitting Ephemera will entertain knitters and
needlecrafters everywhere.

Knitting Fresh Brioche
Creating Two-Color Twists & Turns
Marchant, Nancy
World-renowned brioche knitting expert Nancy Marchant takes this versatile European
stitch—which creates a luxurious, reversible ribbed fabric—to a new level! In her
groundbreaking collection, Marchant works brioche in two colors, forming graceful,
undulating textures with increases and decreases. She explains everything from how
to hold the yarn and cast on (offering multiple options) to creating the basic fabric and
reading two-color charts. The stitch library presents 75 all-new patterns, and there are
an additional 12 in luscious shawl and scarf projects.

Knitting Never Felt Better
The Definitive Guide to Fabulous Felting
Epstein, Nicky
Nicky Epstein's definitive and bestselling guide to felting is in paperback at last! Using
ten chic garments and more than 150 stunning sample swatches, the ever-popular
Epstein covers the top methods for turning wool yarn into vibrant and dense textures.
This lavishly illustrated book is bursting with patterns, stitches, and techniques for
lace, mosaics, cables, and more, along with Epstein's whimsical ideas for dimensional
embellishments and an array of attractive home-décor projects.
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Knitting on the Edge
Ribs*Ruffles*Lace*Fringes*Flora*Points & Picots - The
Essential Collection of 350 Decorative Borders
Epstein, Nicky
The now-classic collection of 350 edgings, borders, and trims by acclaimed designer
Nicky Epstein is available in paperback! Taking the traditional rib to new heights,
Nicky features improved ribbed edges, ruffles, lace, fringes, flora, and garters. Line-by
-line instructions accompany each of the stitches. Decorate cuffs, customize a
sweater, and develop unique patterns using ideas such as the feather lace ruffle, bel
epoque, garter stitch weave, sea scallop edge, and sugar drop.

Learn to Draw Cartoons
The World's Easiest Cartooning Book Ever!
Hart, Christopher
With bestselling author Christopher Hart as your guide, learning to draw
cartoons has never been easier!
Thanks to Christopher Hart’s simplified process, anyone can start creating dynamic
cartoon characters right away. He has developed the easiest-ever approach to
drawing the basics like heads, bodies, and those super-important cartoon expressions.
Hart then helps beginners apply these fundamentals to a variety of fun types and
settings such as animals, under-the-sea locales, famous stock characters, and popular
backgrounds. Each lesson is laid out in accessible steps and accompanied by Chris’s
personable, quick instruction.

Lost Icons of Rock Dot-to-Dot Portraits
30 Legendary Musicians to Discover and Complete
Bounford, Trevor
A dot-to-dot for fans of rock!
John Lennon. Prince. David Bowie. Freddie Mercury. Kurt Cobain. Janis Joplin. Amy
Winehouse. Thirty instantly recognizable rock ‘n’ roll idols, gone too soon, star in these
dot-to-dots. Music fans will enjoy watching the beloved faces of these lost icons
emerge as they complete the puzzle. Then, after all the dots are connected, they can
color the picture! Each page is single-sided and perforated for easy removal, and the
book comes in an attractive large format.

Make Something Beautiful
Coloring in the Maximalist Style
J., Bari
Make something beautiful with artist Bari J.!
Artist Bari J. firmly believes that more is more, and she has created an aesthetic that’s
refined, yet bursting with energy and color. This fun and funky coloring book
showcases her engaging maximalist style through black-and-white versions of her
charming images set against backdrops of deep hues and subtle faux textures. Every
page is ripe for endless coloring interpretations and a feast for the eyes.
The single-sided pages are printed on quality stock that’s ideal for framing or sharing.
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The Manga Artist's Coloring Book: Girl Power!
Fun Female Characters to Color
Hart, Christopher
Girl power forever! Christopher Hart has created the perfect follow-up to
his hugely popular coloring book, The Manga Artist’s Coloring Book: Girls!
Coloring and manga fans will welcome Hart’s second exciting collection of adorable,
irresistible girls! Featuring intricate backgrounds throughout, these pictures make for a
fun and challenging coloring experience, and give budding artists a fun opportunity to
play creatively with color and character. All pages are printed single sided on quality
stock so you can use most coloring materials to complete the drawings.

The Manga Artist's Coloring Book: Girls!
Fun Female Characters to Color
Hart, Christopher
Bestselling how-to-draw author Christopher Hart celebrates grrrrllll power with a wildly
entertaining coloring book featuring manga’s most popular female characters. This
must-have collection for fans draws on Hart’s numerous accomplishments in the genre
and offers intricately patterned black-and-white illustrations drawn in his eye-catching
style. Not only are the pictures fun to color, but would-be artists can use the
illustrations as a tool to practice color design for their own character drawings. The
Manga Artist’s Coloring Book: Girls! is sure to be a crossover success with both the
manga and coloring crowds.

Manga Drawing Class
A Guided Sketchbook for Creating Fantasy & Adventure
Characters
Hart, Christopher
For anyone with manga mania, this guided sketchbook will be an endless source of
instruction and inspiration. In easy-to-follow lessons interspersed with high-quality
pages for hands-on practice, bestselling author Hart shows how to bring manga's
faeries, warriors, villains, sci-fi figures, and monsters to life. The pad encourages
students to sketch right along with Hart, mastering the skills to draw characters'
heads, expressions, bodies, outfits, and dynamic action poses.

The Manga Fashion Bible
The Go-To Guide for Drawing Stylish Outfits and Characters
Hart, Christopher
Bestselling author Christopher Hart goes “manga chic” with this guide to drawing the
edgy fashions found in the popular Japanese genre. Packed with tutorials, his stylish
drawing bible offers many enticing projects for aspiring artists, from creating classic
outfits worn by popular manga characters to depicting the newest trends emerging
from Tokyo. Chris explains how to draw eyes and hairstyles as well as figures, body
types, and poses; mix and match outfits, accessorize, create complementary color
schemes, add a sense of movement to the image, and design exciting wardrobes for
all seasons. He demystifies topics that typically puzzle beginners, from capturing the
creases and folds of clothing to drawing patterns on fabric. A troubleshooting guide
covers common problem areas so fans will quickly learn how to transform their basic
manga characters into compelling fashion plates.
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Manga Mania Universe
The Massive Book of Drawing Manga
Hart, Christopher
With more than 250 characters across all the popular genres, this is the
big, must-have book for every aspiring manga artist!
Drawing on the mega-success of Christopher Hart’s Manga Mania series, Manga Mania
Universe combines curated content from each of his previous Manga Mania books (Girl
Power!, Romance, and Shonen) into one giant, breathtaking volume. It showcases
the best in capturing manga girls, romantic characters and scenes, and action and
adventure. Fans will enjoy having such a wide variety of first-rate how-to-draw
instruction, along with the dynamic artwork that has made this series so popular.

Manga Mania™: Girl Power!
Drawing Fabulous Females for Japanese Comics
Hart, Christopher
Chris Hart’s latest entry in his blockbuster series explodes with girl power! From
fighters and princesses to magical characters and ordinary schoolgirls, manga features
an array of female types, and Hart goes step by step through the techniques for
creating them all, so that artists of any level can follow along. His huge cast of
characters includes angels of light and darkness, a sushi chef, samurai, shopaholics, a
pirate, a judge, athletes, and a veterinarian tending to a sick cute monster. And, since
manga girls rarely sit still, aspiring illustrators will learn how to draw them in action, in
a variety of situations.

Manga Mania™: Romance
Drawing Shojo Girls and Bishie Boys
Hart, Christopher
Pencils! Paints! Passion! The Japanese-style comic books known as manga have a
huge following in America. Chris Hart, author of several bestselling how-to-draw
books, now offers aspiring young artists a complete course in the manga-romance
genre. He shows how to create classic manga characters: sweet-and-caring pretty
girls with huge, glistening eyes; exciting boy heroes, including handsome teen-idol
types, rough-hewn rebels, and young mystery men; girl comedy characters, who not
only provide laughs, but also help high school girls deal with their insecurities; and
many others. With thorough art instruction and lots of ideas for story plots, this is an
intriguing invitation to an art form that anyone who loves to draw will find irresistible.

Marvelous Mermaids

Davenport, Jane
Internationally known illustrator and bestselling author Jane Davenport
takes artists on a journey through the mysterious world of mermaids,
explaining everything from accurately drawing the figure to creating
convincing habitats with mixed-media techniques.
Make a magical mermaid splash! Following her bestselling I [Heart] Drawing:
Fabulous Figures, Jane Davenport dives deep into the ocean to explore the wondrous
world of mermaids. She shows how to draw and paint these sensuous sirens, with
their perfectly proportioned figures, shimmering scales, and all. Jane's evocative
instruction touches on every aspect of this fantasy realm:
• Oceans of Color: Paint beautiful backgrounds in which your mermaids can
dwell.
• Go with the Flow: Convincingly draw these sinuous creatures in undulating
poses.
• Mermaid Hair Don’t Care: Paint the flowing tresses that are every mermaid's
trademark.
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The Master Guide to Drawing Anime
How to Draw Original Characters from Simple Templates
Hart, Christopher
Nothing brings anime artists more satisfaction than creating original characters to use
in a comic strip or graphic novel. Bestselling how-to-draw author Christopher Hart
helps them reach this goal by providing insight into the six most popular anime types:
schoolgirls, schoolboys, preteens, vengeful bad guys, humorous personalities, and
fantasy figures. He supplies templates for each; an extensive array of “menus” of
head and body types, outfits, and accessories; and detailed, accessible, step-by-step
demonstrations and drawing exercises. Plus, Hart showcases some of the best anime
artists in the world for this title—including Inma R., Tabby Kink, Ayame Shiroi, Euro
Pinku, and Tina Francisco. It's the guide every would-be anime artist has been looking
for!

The Master Guide to Drawing Anime: Amazing Girls
How to Draw Essential Character Types from Simple Templates
Hart, Christopher
It’s manga GRRLLL power! With these easy-to-follow templates, anyone can
create and draw absolutely amazing female anime characters.
Learn all the ins and outs of drawing stunning manga heroines, schoolgirls, and
fantasy characters! In his follow-up to the bestselling Master Guide to Drawing Anime,
Christopher Hart focuses on some of the popular, dynamic, and beautiful females who
populate the world of anime. Basic templates make it easy to draw the head,
hairstyles, clothing, body proportions, and more, while tutorials help you create fullblown scenes that will take your art to the next level.

The Master Guide to Drawing Anime: Romance
How to Draw the Popular Characters of Japanese Cartoons
Hart, Christopher
From young love to heartbreak, the fourth book in Christopher Hart’s
bestselling Master Guide to Drawing Anime series focuses on the hugely
popular Romance genre.
The newest addition to Christopher Hart’s bestselling Master Guide to Drawing Anime
series takes on one of the most popular styles in Japanese cartoons: Romance. It
provides an overview of romance subgenres and teaches every aspect of drawing
anime romance, from common male and female character types to the dramatic—and
funny—situations they find themselves in. Hart covers the complete arc of romantic
anime stories—bliss, arguing, breaking up, and getting back together—and explains
how to draw the anime head and body, match poses to the characters’ personalities,
craft emotional expressions, design standout features, draw couples that click, and
create a romantic setting. Fans will welcome this deep dive into the genre, and
newcomers will be drawn in by the dynamic artwork that is a hallmark of Christopher
Hart’s anime and manga titles.

The Master Guide to Drawing Anime: Tips & Tricks
Over 100 Essential Techniques to Sharpen Your Skills
Hart, Christopher
The third title in Christopher Hart’s bestselling Master Guide to Drawing
Anime series is essential for all anime artists who want to fine-tune their
skills.
This is the guide that all anime and manga artists—of any level—need! Chris Hart
delves deep into the specifics of drawing anime characters and scenes and explores
every aspect of anime forms. He reveals his secrets for composing a complete picture,
and discusses rarely covered topics. Entirely new tutorials include instruction on
drawing hands and feet in different gestures or positions, arranging characters within
the action, and creating nuanced expressions. Fans of The Master Guide books will
find this title to be invaluable in strengthening their drawing skills, while newcomers
will see this as a perfect introduction to the series.
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McCall's® Essential Guide to Sewing
Tools * Supplies * Techniques * Fabrics * Patterns *
Garments * Home Decor
Binder, Brigitte
Whether you're a total novice or practically a pro, this indispensible guide from
McCall's is packed with instructions, tips, and fascinating facts that every sewer needs.
From mastering the most basic techniques to the ins and outs of using a sewing
machine, from mending tears to altering, embellishing, and finishing, this beautifully
presented and richly illustrated book has the lowdown. You'll also get advice on
marketing designs online, learn the answers to 100 frequently asked questions, and
get a comprehensive glossary.

Modern Country Knits
30 Designs from Juniper Moon Farm
Gibbs, Susan
Susan Gibbs gave up a power position as a network news producer to become a
shepherd and establish Juniper Moon Farm—and these 30 "modern country" knits all
use her own popular line of commercially produced yarns. Featuring contributions by
such notable designers as Tabetha Hedrick and Yoko Hatta, this contemporary, casual
collection includes sweaters, shawls, scarves, hats, mitts, and other accessories. Gibbs
also shares musings about and photographs of her life on the farm and her heartland
aesthetic.

Nature Odyssey
A Wild Coloring Journey
Garver, Chris
The latest coloring book from bestselling author and former star of TV’s
Miami Ink, Chris Garver, is a gorgeous collection of nature drawings,
featuring wild animals, glorious flowers and foliage, and stunning
landscapes.
A follow-up to Chris Garver’s popular Color Odyssey and Animal Odyssey,Nature
Odyssey contains nearly 85 gorgeously detailed drawings—from intimate close-ups of
flowers and butterflies, to majestic portraits of animals, to bold landscapes. Printed on
both sides of high-quality wood-free paper, the hand-drawn images provide hours of
detailed coloring pleasure and inspiration. Fans of tattoo art and of Chris's work, as
well as coloring enthusiasts who seek out beautiful images of flora and fauna, will
cherish this volume.

Neck Effects

Nurture your neck! Neck Effects offers knitters a creative collection of 30 fresh,
fashion-forward neckwear designs featuring Cascade Yarns’ Heritage line of luxurious,
easy-care superwash merino blends. From cozy cables to delicate lace to stunning Fair
Isle, knitters of every skill level will find projects that are destined to become modern
classics—and that will make great gifts for anyone with a love of knits and a sense of
style!
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Nicky Epstein Crochet for Dolls
25 Fun, Fabulous Outfits for 18-Inch Dolls
Epstein, Nicky
Who better than design superstar Nicky Epstein to create an adorable collection of
crochet patterns for today's wildly popular 18-inch dolls? Epstein's 25 playful, fashionforward garments—from hats, coats, and jackets to dresses, skirts, tops, and pants—
range from classic to chic to trendy, and she gives all the basics on measuring, getting
a great fit, and choosing the right yarn and needles. Nicky's outfits make up a stylish
complete doll wardrobe—perfect for a special little girl's special friend!

Nicky Epstein Enchanted Knits for Dolls
25 Mystical, Magical Costumes for 18-Inch Dolls
Epstein, Nicky
Knitters and doll-lovers alike will be completely enchanted by this magical collection of
knitted costume patterns for 18-inch dolls. Created by Nicky Epstein, celebrated
designer and author of the popular books Knits for Dolls and Crochet for Dolls, these
delightful designs include fairy tale favorites such as Cinderella, Rapunzel, and Little
Red Riding Hood along with popular characters such as an angel, fairy, mermaid, and
much more. Beautifully photographed and creatively designed, this book is sure to
delight all who love make believe and the magic of fairy tales.

Nicky Epstein Knits for Dolls
25 Fun, Fabulous Outfits for 18-Inch Dolls
Epstein, Nicky
Designer, author, teacher, and knitting celebrity Nicky Epstein has created a stylish
delight: 25 playful, fashion-forward patterns for 18-inch dolls. The enchanting pieces
range from classic to chic and include everything from tops and pants to dresses
skirts, and coats—even a lacy princess gown! Adorable accessories (hats, headbands,
scarves, purses, mitts, and socks) complete this cutest-ever wardrobe of Nicky
Epstein originals.

Nicky Epstein Knitted Flowers

Epstein, Nicky
Nicky Epstein is a “rock star” of knitting, and here she knits up a garden of colorful
and whimsical flowers to adorn clothes, shoes, pillows, bags—almost anything at all.
These pretty blossoms range from ruffled roses to lazy daisies, from single blooms to
complete bouquets, from layered petal varieties to scalloped and corkscrew styles.
Some are made of soft, sensuous felt; others showcase sparkling, eye-catching gold
lamé. With Epstein’s detailed instructions and the breathtaking images, knitters will
find completing these projects a pleasure.
A reprint of the bestselling hardcover edition
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Nicky Epstein The Essential Edgings Collection
500 of Her Favorite Original Borders
Epstein, Nicky
In her inspired collections of knitted edgings, acclaimed knitwear designer Nicky
Epstein offered creative solutions for embellishing knits. Now comes Nicky Epstein The
Essential Edgings Collection, a beautifully photographed compilation of 500 designs
from her popular books Knitting on the Edge, Knitting Over the Edge, and Knitting
Beyond the Edge, presenting an amazing variety of unique borders, trims, ribs, ruffles,
cords, twists, appliqués, and other distinctive elements for necklines, cuffs, closures,
and corners. It's a “greatest knits” anthology every crafter will want to own!

Nicky Epstein's Knitting on Top of the World
The Global Guide to Traditions, Techniques & Design
Epstein, Nicky
Nicky Epstein's a needlework star, and this is her most important and wide-ranging
collection: a worldwide tour of knitting traditions and techniques, including colorwork,
cables, lace, intarsia, and more. She explains the origins and traditional uses of each
one, and then goes on to reinvigorate and recombine all these beloved styles in her
inimitable way. The result: more than 40 innovative patterns collected in an
attractively designed book. There's a Celtic Pullover with braided twisted rib strips; a
Snowflake Tunic from the Far North; a Felted Tyrolean Capelet with appliqué, cord,
and balls; a Spanish Rose Pullover with lace accents; a colorful Peruvian skirt; and an
oversized, zipped Navajo Blanket Jacket. Colorful maps and historical photos make
this volume a visual treat, as well as an invaluable tool for knitters seeking inspiration.

Nicky Epstein's Signature Scarves
Dazzling Designs to Knit
Epstein, Nicky
Nicky Epstein's Signature Scarves delivers what fans of knitting, and of Nicky, crave:
her hallmark embellished style, her most popular techniques, and more than 30 of her
beautiful, unique designs. Nicky's delightful and inspiring patterns range from a
tweedy wrap with appliquéd leaves to a scarf sprinkled with bright knitted yo-yos,
and others that use mosaic stitch, felting, and shibori.

Noro Kureyon

“. . . will make knitters drool. Fans of Noro will adore this one, and those
new to the yarn will want to get started ASAP.” —Booklist
Celebrate the 30th anniversary of Noro’s incomparable Kureyon yarn with
this stunning collection of projects!
When it comes to color and quality few yarns compare to Noro's ultra-soft Kureyon
(Japanese for "crayon"). It’s a joy to knit with, with luscious colorways that turn
every project into a work of art. This stunning volume in the Knit Noro series
commemorates the yarn’s 30-year milestone with 30 vibrant projects, from quick
cowls and hats to more intricate cardigans and blankets. Create such gorgeous items
as a showstopping shawl of neutrals accented with bright earth tones, a
multidirectional cardigan that makes the most of Noro's color striping, a Picasso-esque
modular blanket, and a star-motif capelet.
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Thanks to its extraordinary hand-dyed colors and luxurious textures, even the
simplest garments knit with Noro Yarns look gorgeous. These 30 striking lace designs,
meant for intermediate-to-advanced knitters and all made with Noro, highlight the
beauty of this cult favorite. The vivid, elegant projects include hats, cowls, shawlettes,
blankets, and more. With this unrivaled yarn, satisfying results are practically
guaranteed!

Celebrate the 20th anniversary of Noro’s popular Silk Garden yarn with this elegant
collection. Made in Japan, Silk Garden is a truly unique yarn consisting of 45% silk,
45% kid mohair, and 10% lamb’s wool. Featuring sweaters, hats, scarves, shawls,
and more, these designs all showcase the yarn’s hand-dyed, vibrant colors and
luxurious texture.

A Meditative Christmas Coloring Book
Thayer, Pamela
FAITH-BASED COLORING
This Devotional Coloring Book combines magnificent religious imagery with spiritlifting verses from the King James Bible.
Oh, come let us adore him. Celebrate the birth of Christ with beautiful pictures of the
season to color, accompanied by joyful verses from the King James Gospels of
Matthew and Luke, or traditional carol lyrics. With iconic images ranging from Baby
Jesus in the manger to stars brightly shining, Devotional Coloring: O Holy Night is
perfect for both solitary contemplation and for the whole family to enjoy together.

Quilting the New Classics
20 Inspired Quilt Projects: Traditional to Modern Designs
Muska, Michele
All quilters draw inspiration from the past. But how do today's artisans put their
personal stamp on classic patterns? Twenty influential quilters from across the stylistic
spectrum—including Jacquie Gering, Darlene Zimmerman, Allison Aller, and Victoria
Findlay Wolfe—present their unique creative vision of timeless designs. Each pattern,
from bear paw to flying geese to log cabin, comes with step-by-step instructions for
two adaptations, one traditional, the other modern.
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Rowan: 40 Years

A collection of the best of the very best from Rowan magazine in honor of
the company's 40th anniversary.
Featuring the work of such renowned knitwear designers as Kaffe Fassett, Martin
Storey, Louisa Harding, and Sarah Hatton, Rowan: 40 Years celebrates the magazine’s
legacy with gorgeous sweaters, cardigans, wraps, and more. While it offers a gallery
of covers, never-before-seen images from the original magazines, and a brief history,
half of the designs have been knit again using modern colors and newly photographed
with updated styling to prove Rowan’s designs are as fashionable today as they were
years or decades ago. Every knitter will turn to this book for patterns and inspiration.

Seed Stitch
Beyond Knit 1, Purl 1
Drysdale, Rosemary
One of the simplest stitches in knitting gets a stylish, groundbreaking
makeover.
The seed stitch is still one of the most popular among knitters, yet few designers have
adapted its rich texture or combined it with other techniques—until now! In her
innovative guide, Rosemary Drysdale, the well-known author of Entrelac and Entrelac
2, uses the seed stitch as never before, incorporating it into colorwork, cabling,
geometric patterns, and more, and creating 60 innovative swatches. Twenty-five
gorgeous projects range from pillows and bags to cowls and sweaters, and give a
modern flair to this timeless stitch.
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Sew Pretty T-Shirt Dresses
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Start with a basic T-shirt; finish with a fun and fashionable garment that a little girl
will love! This adorable collection of dresses and tops offers more than 25 amazingly
easy projects to stitch and quilt, all using “sew-simple” techniques and affordable,
machine-washable fabrics. The designs--all for girls ages 2 to 8--range from an
empire-waist party dress with a tiered skirt to a drop-waist hoodie tunic with ruffle
trim. There are also ideas for using remnants to embellish jeans and sew hats, purses,
and other accessories.

Chic Knits for Layering
Carron, Cathy
In the follow-up to her bestselling Hattitude and Cowl Girls, knitwear designer Cathy
Carron offers fashion-forward knitters 35 designs for boleros, shrugs, cropped cardis,
and short wraps, along with instructions on how to adapt patterns to your own
measurements. Carron also includes a brief look at the various forms explored,
considers yarn and stitch pattern, gives advice on adjusting for length, and offers
ideas for styling short knits. From a ruffled bolero in a “painter's palette” of gorgeous
hand-painted yarns to a “short'n sweet” cashmere and silk capelet, these designs are
as pleasing to the fingers as they are to the eyes!

Sketchits! Faces & Fashion
Draw and Complete 100+ Color Templates
Hart, Christopher
Introducing Christopher Hart’s Sketchits!—an exciting new concept from
America’s bestselling how-to-draw author!
This whimsical approach to drawing is like a blueprint for creativity! The fun starts with
a colored impression that would-be artists can use as a guide. This basic impression
invites you to fill in all of the details to create your own unique characters. Focusing
on faces and fashion, this edition of Sketchits! provides more than 100 impressions.
Add facial features, hair, patterned clothing, and accessories. With drawing tips and
techniques included, it’s a great activity book for kids and adults alike.

Stitch Mountain
30 Warm Knits for Conquering the Cold
Zander, Laura
Inspired by Olympic super-skiers and snowboarders, and the snowy slopes these
athletes have conquered, Stitch Mountain showcases a beautiful collection of cozy,
cold-weather knitwear. Thirty warm and stylish designs include hats, headbands,
cowls, mittens, scarves, and sweaters, and stunning photography captures dazzling
Tahoe and Squaw Valley winter landscapes. Even non-athletes and weekend warriors
will want to wear these!
A portion of the proceeds from the sale of Stitch Mountain will be donated to the U.S.
Ski and Snowboard Team Foundation to support year-round athlete training,
development, competition, and educational needs.

The Ultimate Guide to Art Quilting
Surface Design * Patchwork* Appliqué * Quilting *
Embellishing * Finishing
Seward, Linda
Accessible, beautiful, and lavishly illustrated, this ultimate guide goes step-by-step
through every creative option needed to create an art quilt. From the essentials, like
enlarging and transferring patterns, to surface design techniques that add texture and
color, to piecing, machine stitching, appliqué, finishing, and embellishing, this has it
all. Galleries of stunning art quilts from around the world provide extra inspiration.
More than 1,000 illustrations!

Unity & Fellowship
Coloring for the Christian Community
Thayer, Pamela
Celebrate the unity and fellowship of the Christian community with this
thoughtful coloring book.
“That ye may with one mind [and] one mouth glorify God, even the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ.” —Romans 15:6
This fifth entry in the Devotional Coloring series focuses on the central Christian value
of fostering fellowship and unity within one’s community. Each of the 47 illustrations,
appearing on single-sided pages, is paired with an insightful quote from scripture that
speaks to the heart and provokes contemplation. These images—including angels,
crosses, and shepherds—will appeal to Christians of all ages and are perfect for
individual use and as a family or group activity.
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Does your outfit need a little extra pizzazz? Then try one of these beautiful, fashionforward vests! Created by top indie designers—including Nicky Epstein, Deborah
Newton, Cathy Carron, Yoko Hatta, Fiona Ellis, and John Brinegar—the accessible
patterns feature a range of styles and techniques, from lace to entrelac. And they're
all made from 220 Superwash® Aran, a lovely, affordable merino from Cascade Yarns
that knitters love to work with and wear.

A Meditative Coloring Book
Thayer, Pamela
FAITH-BASED COLORING
This Devotional Coloring Book combines magnificent religious imagery with spiritlifting verses from the King James Bible.
Delight thyself also in the LORD . . . Find spiritual inspiration in stunning images and
words that capture the Bible’s eternal words of wisdom. The uplifting verses illustrate
gorgeously elaborate pictures to color of crosses, angels, the beauty of nature, and
more. Meditate on these faith-based patterns as you draw, or share them with the
entire family.

Vogue® Knitting Mittens & Gloves

From the most trusted name in knitting comes another sure-fire success! Vogue
Knitting Mittens & Gloves will have knitters' fingers warm, cozy, and super-busy with
more than 40 of the best designs from the popular magazine. With everything from
colorful mittens and funky fingerless mitts to gloves with elegant style-and matching
accessories, too-crafters of all levels will find the perfect fit!
Projects include:
Mittens with Matching Juliet Cap o Picot Edge Gauntlets o Convertible Mittens o Felted
Mittens with Pompom Trim (+ hat and scarf) o Lace Panel Gloves o Snowball Mittens
o And many more!

Vogue® Knitting on the Go! Shawls Two

Malcolm, Trisha
There were too many gorgeous designs to fit into one selection of knitted shawls, so
we had to create a second! This inspirational volume is chock full of fabulous new
projects to keep your hands busy and your shoulders warm all winter long. Choose
from 22 patterns, including a charming ruffled capelet, an elegant lacy stole, a cozy
cabled shawl, a multi-colored mohair wrap, and many more. All knitters, from
beginners to more advanced stitchers, will delight in these irresistible patterns created
by some of today’s top knitwear designers. The durable hardcover format and small
size make this gem of a resource perfect to tuck into a knitting bag or backpack and
take it On the Go!
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Vogue® Knitting Quick Reference
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Vogue® Knitting Shawls & Wraps
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Vogue® Knitting Stitchionary® Volume Six: Edgings
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The Vogue® Knitting Stitchionary™ Volume Three:
Color Knitting
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This indispensable, exciting spiral-bound encyclopedia fits right into a purse or knitting
bag and answers every question. Easy to follow instructions, diagrams, and
illustrations fill every page. “The best tips from Vogue’s Ultimate Knitting...in a
compact spiral-bound volume.” —Family Circle Homecrafts. “Filled with information....
Truly portable.”—Detroit News & Free Press.

A shawl can keep you warm in the winter, top off an elegant evening dress, or chase
away the chill on a summer evening. It’s the perfect addition to any wardrobe—and
the perfect project for any knitter who’s tired of working on scarf after scarf and
wants to move on to something new. Vogue Knitting Shawls & Wraps presents 25 of
the magazine’s most gorgeous wraps, all created by today’s top knitwear designers.
The patterns include a chic beaded shawl or one with delicate open lacework; a cozy
cabled cape, a stylish fringed wrap, and many other exquisite designs.

The sixth installment in the popular Stitchionary series provides a comprehensive
collection of more than 200 edgings drawn from the Vogue Knitting archives, arranged
in seven chapters: ribs, cables, texture, color, lace, embellished, and crotchet. With
clear, concise instructions, charts, patterns, and over 150 gorgeous color photographs,
Vogue® Knitting Stitchionary® Volume Six: Edgings is an essential reference for every
knitter's library.

The final volume in a trio of Stitchionaries, Color Knitting covers the technique with a
comprehensive collection culled from the unparalleled Vogue® Knitting archives. As
with the other books in the series, it features numerous charts, attractive how-to
photos, more than 200 patterns arranged in each chapter from simplest to hardest,
and the best instructions available anywhere. With everything from Multicolor to
Intarsia and Fair Isle, this will provide everyone from the novice to the most
experienced with a complete catalog of colorwork.
A Selection of The Crafter’s Choice Book Club.

Vogue® Knitting The Learn-to-Knit Book

From the world’s most-recognized knitting magazine, and a leader in the
industry, comes the ultimate guide to learning how to knit for absolute
beginners.
Anyone can learn to knit—and who better to explain the essentials than the trusted
authorities at Vogue Knitting? Here is the magazine’s definitive guide to learning all
about yarn, needles, patterns, and, of course, those two basic stitches: knitting and
purling. Follow along with beautiful step-by-step photographs that teach how to cast
on, bind off, and knit up a collection of stitches ranging from basic stockinette to
basket weave, bobbles, cables, and more. Links to video instruction are included for a
complete how-to experience. Aspiring knitters can apply their new skills to more than
20 accessible, stylish patterns taken from the pages of Vogue Knitting. Ranging from
staples like scarves and hats to impressive sweaters, the easy first projects include a
detailed breakdown construction.
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Vogue® Knitting The Ultimate Knitting Book
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Carton Quantity: 8
February 2018

With input from more than 50 leading specialists, no other book covers the field so
comprehensively. Need guidance on yarns, needles, tools, basic techniques,
specialized applications, terminology? It’s in here—with lots more, from diagnostics to
blocking to designs.
“This indispensable reference has...up-to-the-minute designer patterns.”--Family
Circle Homecrafts.
“The ultimate reference guide.”--House & Garden Magazine.

“An essential addition to the knitter's bookshelf.” —Library Journal (starred
review)
The ultimate knitting reference, from the world’s most recognized knitting
magazine, gets a thorough update—including 1,600 color images and
brand-new sections with techniques and designs!
First published in 1989, Vogue Knitting The Ultimate Knitting Book instantly became a
beloved resource for knitters. The second edition, released in 2002, further cemented
its place as the most trusted knitting resource. The past 15 years have seen many
exciting advances in knitting, and this update encompasses them all. It features an
expanded library of cast-ons, increases, decreases, and bind-offs; in-depth sections
on newly favorite techniques such as brioche, entrelac, double knitting, and mosaic
knitting; and design and construction chapters that go beyond just sweaters to
encompass dozens of options for hats, mittens, socks, gloves, and more than 25
shawl shapes. Comprehensive chapters cover lace and cabling, and provide even
more Information than before on knitters' tools, correcting errors, finishing,

Vogue® Knitting The Ultimate Quick Reference

The most trusted on-the-go knitting reference of the past 20 years gets a
thorough update, featuring the many advances made in knitting since its
original publication.
A companion to the completely updated and revised edition of Vogue Knitting: The
Ultimate Knitting Book, this quick reference is the most straightforward and
comprehensive on-the-go knitting guide around. With more than 50 additional pages,
knitters can rely on this edition to lead them through more techniques than ever
before. From cast-ons to Kitchener stitch, all the tried-and-true skills are covered as
well as more recent mainstays such as entrelac and brioche. A durable flexibound
cover and lay-flat binding make this volume convenient, usable, and practical in every
possible way—whether at home, in the car, at the local yarn shop, or anywhere else.
Sized to pop into your knitting bag, it’s got all the information you need to help you
through any project.
Bonus features include a Needle Inventory and a Measuring Tool with a
ruler, a stitch gauge, and a needle gauge.

9781640210516
Paperback / softback
$22.95
8.250 in H | 7.500 in W
184 pages
all in color
Territory: US/Can
Carton Quantity: 32
October 2019

Vogue® Knitting: Norah Gaughan

Forty stunning intermediate-level designs from one of knitwear’s brightest
stars: Norah Gaughan!
Over the past 30 years, Norah Gaughan has contributed an astounding 120+ patterns
to the iconic Vogue Knitting magazine. From inspired textures to spellbinding cables to
innovative constructions, she has created a legacy that will last for generations. To
honor her achievements and contributions in knitwear, 40 of her patterns from Vogue
Knitting magazine have been gathered into a single volume. From a timeless cabled
vest, her first Vogue Knitting piece published in 1987, to a striking Fair Isle pullover
from 2018, each garment will dazzle knitters. Fun and engaging to create, these
patterns and their construction will broaden a knitter's understanding of what knitwear
can be.

Wee Garter Stitch
Must-Have Knits for Modern Babies & Toddlers
Howell, Vickie
From knitting personality Vickie Howell comes an adorable collection of modern baby
knits featuring a fresh new take garter stitch, everyone’s go-to for easy projects.
Taking this stitch into new creative territory, Howell—designer, author, Knit Simple®
columnist, and host of PBS’ Knitting Daily TV with Vickie Howell—has created 28
standout garments for boys and girls, including plenty of unisex items. These pieces
wow with their inventiveness and modern appeal—including stylish fringed moccasins,
a boho hooded poncho, a feathered pom-pom toboggan hat, and a baby Cowichan
sweater that grownup knitters will envy!

Whimsical and Wild

Davenport, Jane
From bestselling author Jane Davenport comes the ultimate inspiration for
mixed-media artists!
Make more time for creativity! In the follow-up to her popular Whimsical Girls,
internationally known artist Jane Davenport once again offers her signature fanciful
female figures, now accompanied by a menagerie of animal friends: cuddly koalas,
noble lions, exotic birds, and more. Inspirational prompts and Jane’s stunning
illustrations accompany the journal pages, which are printed on a variety of fine-art
papers, including coloring paper, marker paper, and watercolor paper, all perforated
for easy display. Colorful collage papers and bonus stickers with even more original
art and quotations round out this gorgeous package.

Whimsical Girls

Davenport, Jane
Reclaim your creativity with this one-of-a-kind workbook of fabulous
females to personalize! It’s perfect for coloring enthusiasts and mixedmedia artists.
This is not your typical coloring book. Created by celebrated artist Jane Davenport,
and dedicated solely to images of women, Whimsical Girls is bursting with Jane’s
signature-style figures, faces, and fanciful drawings to color and customize. The
unusual combination of four types of high-quality paper—coloring, marker, watercolor,
and kraft paper—encourages users to experiment with a variety of mediums and
techniques. Inspirational examples and prompts help allay budding artists’
nervousness, while bonus stickers and brilliantly hued collage paper—to cut or tear
and glue to the pages—provide added fuel for creativity!

9781640210271
Hardback
$24.95
10.250 in H | 9.000 in
W
176 pages
all in color
Territory: US/Can
Carton Quantity: 18
September 2018

9781942021926
Paperback / softback
$17.95
10.000 in H | 8.500 in
W
96 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 30
May 2016

9781640210448
Paperback / softback
$19.95
10.500 in H | 8.750 in
W
96 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 34
October 2019

9781640210141
Paperback / softback
$19.95
10.500 in H | 8.750 in
W
96 pages
color & b-w illus.
throughout
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 34
June 2018

Wrapped in Color

9781936096848
Paperback / softback
$17.95
10.000 in H | 8.500 in
W
112 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 30
March 2015

The Yoga Anatomy Coloring Book

9781640210219
Paperback / softback
$19.95
10.750 in H | 8.500 in
W
136 pages
75 b-w illus.
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 22
August 2018

Made of high-quality, hand-painted merino, Koigu's signature yarn is legendary,
cherished for its wearability, versatility, and stunning colors. These collection of 30
magnificent shawls, all knit with Koigu, will be a must-have for the company's
obsessively loyal following. With patterns in all weights, from ultra-luxe lace to
popular bulky yarns, every knitter willl find a perfect project!

A Visual Guide to Form, Function, and Movement
Solloway, Kelly
This fun mix of coloring book and instructional guide demystifies anatomy
for the yoga enthusiast and teacher.
Yoga instructor, licensed massage therapist, and anatomy teacher Kelly Solloway
provides an entertaining and informative journey through the human body, focusing
on the bones, joints, and muscles used in yoga. After an overview of helpful terms,
Kelly covers the skeletal system, joints, and connective tissue, followed by the
muscular system. Each anatomical feature is illustrated with a beautiful black-andwhite drawing of a yoga posture, or asana, to color. Coloring the bones and muscles,
and their names, will help you to remember their location and function, and 32
perforated flash cards enable readers to quiz themselves and study yoga anatomy on
the go.

You Can Draw!
Simple Techniques for Realistic Drawings
Pereznieto, Leonardo
Artist and art instructor Leonardo Pereznieto’s realistic surfaces and textures—and his
popular instructional YouTube videos on how to recreate them—have earned him
millions of views and a devoted fan base. Now, for the first time, this international
sensation brings his amazing skills to the page, teaching his drawing technique in 18
accessible, in-depth projects for beginning and seasoned artists alike. With detailed
recommendations on proper tools and materials along with step-by-step tutorials for
drawing lifelike surfaces and textures such as metals, gemstones, flowers, water,
glass, and more, this stunning book gives deeper insight into the process of drawing
astounding, true-to-life images.

9781936096961
Paperback / softback
$19.95
11.000 in H | 8.500 in
W
160 pages
all in color
Territory: WENG
Carton Quantity: 20
November 2015

